Agenda
Committee on Publications
August 15, 2010, 8:30 a.m.-4:10 p.m.
Hilton Atlanta

Executive Session (8:30-9:00 a.m.)

- Approval of the Agenda
- Approval of Minutes from December 2009

Open Meeting with Editors (9:00 a.m.-3:00 p.m.)

- Report of the Chair (Williams)
- Report of the Executive Officer (Hillsman)
  - Update on Contexts’ publishing partner agreement
- Report of the Secretary (Tomaskovic-Devey)
  - Review of membership and subscriptions
- Discussion of Sage Transition
  - Questions for Eric Moran, Representative from Sage
- Discussion of Policy on Section Journals
- Report of the Joint Committee on Electronic Publishing (Williams and Jacobs)
- Review of Journal Submission and Publication Data
  - Extra pages for Social Psychology Quarterly (Fine)
- Updates/Changes to ASA Style Guide (Chiappa McKenna/Freese)
- Discussion on Reusing Journal Reviews (Williams)
- Outreach to Members (Williams)
- Expansion of Social Psychology Quarterly “Snaps” (Fine)
- Journal of Health and Social Behavior Extra Issue (Pavalko)
- Nominations for New Editors
  - Rose Series in Sociology
- Review of Editorial Board Nominations
- New Business
- Introduction of New Committee Chair

Final Executive Session (3:00-4:10 p.m.)

- Formal Motions and Voting